Analyzing incomplete data subject to a threshold using empirical likelihood methods: an application to a pneumonia risk study in an ICU setting.
The initial detection of ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) for inpatients at an intensive care unit needs composite symptom evaluation using clinical criteria such as the clinical pulmonary infection score (CPIS). When CPIS is above a threshold value, bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) is performed to confirm the diagnosis by counting actual bacterial pathogens. Thus, CPIS and BAL results are closely related and both are important indicators of pneumonia whereas BAL data are incomplete. To compare the pneumonia risks among treatment groups for such incomplete data, we derive a method that combines nonparametric empirical likelihood ratio techniques with classical testing for parametric models. This technique augments the study power by enabling us to use any observed data. The asymptotic property of the proposed method is investigated theoretically. Monte Carlo simulations confirm both the asymptotic results and good power properties of the proposed method. The method is applied to the actual data obtained in clinical practice settings and compares VAP risks among treatment groups.